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Abstract 

 

The work presented in this paper focuses on the usability testing for the Open-Modelica. 

The modeling and simulation of the BMR450 DC-DC converter is also considered. The main 

emphasis which was reported here consists of four different models and the comparison between 

the simulation results. One logic block model and one electrical model are built on the Modelica 

platform, while the control group with one logic block model and one electrical model are based 

on Matlab platform. 

Through analyzing and comparing the characteristics of the simulation results from 

different models, I get the conclusions on the usability of the Open-Modelica software. At the 

meantime, I also fix the bug in one element model, and apply the multi-value capacitor theory 

for optimize the output characteristic of the converter. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and Background  

This report is an attempt to do the usability testing for the Open-Modelica, which is an 

open-source Modelica-based modeling and simulation environment intended for industrial and 

academic usage. Its long-term development is supported by a non-profit organization – the Open 

Source Modelica Consortium (OSMC). After that, we focus on its functional comparison with 

Matlab Simulink. Matlab is a proprietary dynamically typed language for scientific computing 

and matrix computation whereas Modelica is an open standard and a statically strongly typed 

language for equation-based modeling, scientific computing and matrix computations. The 

comparison will give us the advantage and disadvantage of using Open-Modelica, and make the 

user having an extra choice for simulate a system. 

This project also is the part of an ongoing project of Ericsson in association with Blekinge 

Institute of Technology and Linnaeus University with a purpose to develop Signal Processing 

methods in order to increase the functionality, the performance and the reliability of DC-DC 

converters. 

The work that is reported here is aimed at modeling the buck converter system of Ericsson’s 

BMR450 DC-DC regulator. Here, we will apply four different simulation methods to model and 

simulate the buck converter. Two of these are based on the logic block model library, and the 

other two are based on the electrical model library. We shall like to mention, these four models 

are built on Matlab and Modelica separately. After getting and comparing the simulation results 

of the output voltage from different models，finally, we will be able to reach a conclusion on the 

usability testing for Open-Modelica. 

1.2 Outlines of the thesis 

The thesis consists of five chapters. In chapter one, it discusses the motivation and 

background of the thesis, the outlines as well as the contribution.  

http://www.openmodelica.org/index.php/home/consortium
http://www.openmodelica.org/index.php/home/consortium
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In the second chapter, we mainly talk about our object of modeling, the Buck Converter, 

including the instructions of the critical portions and its differential equations, which are 

necessary for understanding the subsequent modeling. 

In chapter three and four, we simulate the buck converter with logic block model and 

electrical model in Open-Modelica and Matlab separately. In this section, we also provide a 

detailed discussion of the pulse width modulation (PWM) signal generator. 

In chapter five, we compare and summarize the simulation results from Modelica and 

Matlab, give the conclusion on the advantages and disadvantages for using the Modelica, as the 

bugs we found during the modeling process.  

In chapter six, we update the controlled ideal commuting switch for dealing with the bug 

and realize the normal system simulation. And in chapter seven, we take the theory of the 

multi-value capacitor into application for making the Simulation in a more realistic way. 

1.3 Contribution 

The main contributions of this thesis are: 

1. Simulate the Buck Converter system in Matlab Simulink with logic block model and electrical 

model. 

2. Simulate the Buck Converter system in Open-Modelica with logic block model and electrical 

model. 

3. Summarize the advantages and disadvantages for the Modelica after comparing the simulation 

results with Matlab. 

4. Summarize some bugs of the Open-Modelica and give an update solution of the Controlled 

Ideal Commuting Switch.  

5. Create a multi-value capacitor model and apply that in the circuit model. 
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Chapter Two  

Buck Converter 

2.1 Introduction  

The DC-DC converter is employed in majority of areas today. Along with more and more 

low-input voltage digital equipment being used, the DC-DC converter plays a conspicuous role 

in transforming the high voltage to a low one. A buck converter is a step-down DC to DC 

converter. Its design is similar to the step-up boost converter, and like the boost converter it is 

a switched-mode power supply that uses two switches (a transistor and a diode), an inductor and 

a capacitor. 

In this Chapter, we describe the buck converter system of Ericsson’s BMR450 DC-DC 

regulator. After the analysis and calculation, we derive the differential equations for the circuit. 

2.2 Buck Converter 

The buck converter is efficient and compact. It is a basic step-down DC-DC converter using 

the switches (a transistor and a diode) to regulate the system between “ON” and “OFF” state at a 

fixed ratio. The switching change is controlled by PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) signal that 

maintains a duty cycle which is determined by the transform rate between the output and input 

voltage. 

The circuit diagram of the buck converter is shown in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1 the circuit diagram of the buck converter  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DC_to_DC_converter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DC_to_DC_converter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boost_converter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switched-mode_power_supply
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transistor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diode
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2.3 The functions of the critical portions in buck converter 

2.3.1 PWM signal generator 

Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) is the technique for controlling an analogue circuit with a 

processor's digital output signal. By controlling the switch with a PWM signal, we could acquire 

the desired output voltage. The output voltage can be maintained as an average value of the 

outgoing end, by changing the switch between “ON” and “OFF” state.  

The duty cycle is a critical constituent parameter of the PWM signal generator. It is related with 

the switching time. The duty cycle represents the proportion of the “ON” state time to the 

“period” time. It varies between 0 and 1, the 100% duty cycle means that the voltage source 

supplies the circuit all the time. 

Duty Cycle:    
   

       
 

It also equals to the ratio of the desired output DC voltage to the input DC voltage.  

Duty Cycle:    
   

       
 
    

   
 

For example, in the model we designed, the voltage source is 12 volts, and the expected 

output voltage is 5 volts. The duty cycle of this system should equal to 5/12, ideally. Therefore, 

we could set the switch “ON” state time in one period, and the period can be calculated from the 

frequency we already known. Generally, the duty cycle is represented in percentages. So, 

  
 

  
      

When we control the analogue circuit via a digital circuit, we can reduce the system cost 

and losses. 

2.3.2 Switch 

Inside the buck converter, the switch is basically a power switch. PWM signal is introduced 

at the gate of the switch to control the “ON” and “OFF” state of the circuit.  

When the circuit is in the “ON” state, one transistor switch is closed, and the other is open. The 

switch is transferring energy from the voltage source to the inductor. The “ON” state circuit is 

displayed in Figure 2. 

app:ds:outgoing
app:ds:end
app:ds:constituent
app:ds:part
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Figure 2 Buck converter in “ON” state 

When the circuit is in the “OFF” state, the two switches conditions are opposite. No power 

is supplied by the voltage source. The inductor acts as a source, supplying the current to the 

circuit. The “OFF” state circuit is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 Buck converter in “OFF” state 

By controlling the switch between the “ON” and “OFF” states, the output voltage can be 

controlled. 

2.3.3 Inductor 

The inductor is used to provide a constant power to the circuit. The inductor acts as a power 

source when the switch is in the “OFF” state. It reduces the abrupt change in current when the 

circuit is changing. It also acts as a low pass filter. 

2.3.4 Capacitor 

The capacitor acts as a low pass filter in the circuit, it reduces ripples and overshoots of the 

voltage in the output end.  

2.4 The differential equations for the circuit 

First, we simplify the circuit. The two capacitors in the same parallel can be combined as 

one big capacitor. The voltage over the capacitor and its equivalent resistance is regarded as the 

output voltage (𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡). 
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The simplified circuit is shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 the simplified circuit diagram of the buck converter. 

Then, we derive the differential equations for the circuit.  

In the “ON” state,                   
 

 𝑡
(  )  

 

 
[𝑉  𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡    (  𝑡    )] 

                                                      𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡  𝑉        

                                                     
 

  
(𝑉 )  

 

 
    

In the “OFF” state,                
 

  
(  )  

 

 
[ 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡    (      )] 

                                                     𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡  𝑉        

                                
 

   
(𝑉 )  

 

 
    

The parameters we used in the project are as below, see Table 1. 

Components                                Value 

Constant Voltage Source (  )   (    ) 

Resistance of transistor (   )    (  ) 

Resistance of diode (   )    (  ) 

Resistance of capacitor (  )  (  ) 

Resistance of Inductor (  )  (  ) 

Inductance (L)    (  ) 

Capacitance (C)    (  ) 

Sampling Frequency (F) 330(KHz) 

Duty Cycle (d) 41.67% 

Table 1 the parameters of buck converter 
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Chapter Three 

Models in Open-Modelica 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we build two models in the Open-Modelica Connection Edit for simulating 

the function of the buck converter. We used different Modelica libraries to complete the models. 

One is the Blocks library and the other one is the Electrical library. 

When we build the buck converter model with logic block library, we used the abstract 

logic elements to simulate the characteristics of the real electrical components. The elements 

correspond to the two states in the differential equations for the circuit, which are described in 

the chapter 2.4. 

The buck converter model with Electrical library is the one used real electrical components 

to simulate the system. That is a model keeps the real circuit characters of the DC-DC converter. 

In this chapter, we will obtain the output voltages (𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡) and other measurement values of the 

circuit using these two models. The output voltage which is shown in Figure 4 is the main factor 

needs to be compared with that in the Simulink environment. 

3.2 Simulation of the buck converter with logic block model 

According to the differential equations we have built in chapter 2.4. 

In the “ON” state,                     
 

 𝑡
(  )  

 

 
[𝑉  𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡    (  𝑡    )] 

                                                      𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡  𝑉        

                                                     
 

  
(𝑉 )  

 

 
    

In the “OFF” state,                  
 

  
(  )  

 

 
[ 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡    (      )] 

                                                     𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡  𝑉        

                                
 

   
(𝑉 )  

 

 
    

We set up the logic block model for the circuit, which is displayed in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5 Modelica logic block model of the buck converter 

The correspondence between the logic blocks and the differential equations is shown below. 

Logic Block                                Differential Equation 

   block Constant Voltage Source (  ) 

    block Resistance of transistor     

    block Resistance of diode     

   block Resistance of capacitor    

   block Resistance of Inductor    

Output port of add1 The output voltage       

Output port of integrator2 The voltage of the capacitor    

Output port of integrator1 The current of the inductor    

Table 2 correspondence between the logic blocks and the differential equations (Modelica) 

Choose “Properties”, under the “General” menu, user could rename the block. 

3.2.1 The function of each logic block 

3.2.1.1 The constant block 

In the Figure 5, the Vs block gives a value to the constant voltage source. The properties of 

the block are shown in Figure 6 where we could define the value of the constant. Other constant 
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blocks are defined in a similar way. 

 

Figure 6 the parameter of the Vs block 

3.2.1.2 The PWM Generator 

The PWM Generator consists of a series of blocks. We regard the dutycycle block as an 

input variable of the PWM generator. The Sawtooth1 block is used to provide a fixed period to 

the PWM signal and it has linear change between 0 and 1. To the lessequal block, its output is 

true if the input u1 (upper) is less than or equal to the input u2 (lower), otherwise the output is 

false. With the value of the saw tooth wave increases, at the point it is larger than the duty cycle, 

the system will change from the “ON” state, which is represented by “1” in the PWM signal, to 

the “OFF” state, which is represented by “0”. Then, we could get a logic rectangular wave as 

PWM signal at the output port of the lessequal block. The wave is displayed in the figure below. 

 

Figure 7 the PWM signal from the output port of the lessequal block 

3.2.1.3 The logic switch block 

The logical switch depends on the logical terminal (the middle connector) which connected 

to the lessequal block between the two input signals Vs (upper connector) and Zero (lower 
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connector). If the middle logic model is 1 or true, the output signal is equal to 𝑉 , else it is equal 

to Zero. These two constant values stand for the voltage source effect in different states. 

For the switch2 block, if the middle logic model is 1 or true, the output signal is equal to    , 

otherwise it is equal to    .  

3.2.1.4 Other blocks 

From the names of other blocks, it is easy to understand the function of them. In the Figure 

5, the output signal from the integrator1 block is the value of the current that goes through the 

inductor. The output signal from the integrator2 block is the value of the voltage over the 

capacitor. The output signal from the add1 block is the output voltage of the system. All these 

contents can be got from the differential equations in chapter 2.4 

3.2.2 The result of simulation 

We check the model and simulate the system from 0.0 to 0.005 second, then output the 

simulation result on add1 block, which is the output voltage of the system. We get the Figure 8 

and Figure 9 

 

Figure 8 Output voltage of the logic block model in Modelica 

After zooming in the figure, we get the Figure 9 
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Figure 9 Relative stable output voltage of the logic block model in Modelica 

When I do the simulation, I set the number of intervals as 500, which is the default number. 

However, this value cannot guarantee the simulation waveform is the best. For getting the perfect 

result, we increase the number of the intervals. When we set the value as 5000, we get a group of 

new simulation result. 

 

Figure 10 Output voltage with 5000 intervals 
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After zooming in the figure, we get the Figure 11 

 

Figure 11 Relative stable output voltage with 5000 intervals 

From the Figure 11, we found that there is no stability region in the simulation result, which 

is against the truth.  

Therefore, in our report, we set 500 as the value of the number of intervals. 

3.3 Simulation of the buck converter with electrical model 

    We set up the model for the circuit which used the electrical library. It is shown in Figure 

12. 

 

Figure 12 Modelica electrical model of the Buck Converter 
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3.3.1 The constitution of the model 

This model above corresponds to the simplified schematic diagram shown in Figure 4. 

From that figure, we know that in order to build this model, we need: 4 resistors, 1 inductor, 1 

capacitor, 1 constant DC voltage source, a PWM signal generator and 2 transistor switches. 

The correspondence between the blocks and the electrical elements in Figure 4 is shown below.  

Electrical Elements                                  Blocks  

Constant Voltage Source(         ) constantvoltage1(Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Sources) 

Resistance of transistor (         ) resistor3(Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic) 

Resistance of diode (         ) resistor4(Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic) 

Resistance of capacitor (      ) resistor2(Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic) 

Resistance of Inductor (      ) resistor1(Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic) 

Inductance (       ) inductor1(Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic) 

Capacitance (       ) capacitor1(Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic) 

Transistor Switch SPDT Switch(self-designed) 

Duty Cycle (d= 5/12) constantvoltage2(Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Sources) 

Table 3 correspondence between the blocks and the electrical elements (Modelica) 

3.3.2 The SPDT Switch (single pole, double throw) 

 Here we plan to use a single pole, double throw (SPDT) switch instead of the two single 

pole, single throw (SPST) switches shown in the schematic diagram. That can be regarded as a 

reasonable simplification. Since we never need these two transistor switches in the Figure 4 

being closed or open at same time. So a single pole, double throw (SPDT) switch is a perfect 

substitution. The advantage is we just need one input PWM signal to realize the current control 

in two directions. We choose the Controlled Ideal Commuting Switch block.  

Please note, because of the serious bug of this switch block from 

Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Ideal root directory. We update the switch by ourselves, which is 

introduced with detail in chapter 6.1. Here we used the updated SPDT Switch. 
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Figure 13 the structure of SPDT switch 

This switch is a voltage controlled switch, based on the duty cycle which is the input 

variable of the port controller1. If the input signal of the port controller, which is connected to a 

saw tooth voltage source, exceeds the value of the duty cycle, the switch will connect the 

positive connector (blue) with the lower connector n1. Otherwise, it will connect the positive 

connector (blue) with the upper connector n2. Since the model we built is an electrical model, we 

decide to use a constant voltage as the input variable of the duty cycle. Therefore, we define the 

voltage value of the constantvoltage2 block to be 5/12, which plays a role as the duty cycle in the 

PWM signal generator. As we have mentioned in chapter 2.3.1, the duty cycle   
   

       
 

    

   
 

 

  
 . This means only when the proportion of the “ON” state time to the “period” time is 

equal to 5/12, we can have a 5 volts output as the conversion results from a 12 volts input. 

3.3.3 The Saw Tooth Voltage Source 

In this model we also utilize a SawToothVoltage block as an important parts of the PWM 

signal generator. Because 
   

       
 

 

  
 

The period (T) of the saw tooth voltage signal can be calculated from T  
 

 
 , and the 

sampling frequency is          . We use T  
 

      
 as the period of the saw tooth 

signal .The amplitude of the voltage is set to 1, for making the source supply voltage from 0 to 1 

volt linearly in one period. 
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Figure 14 Parameters of the Saw Tooth Voltage Source 

3.3.4 Simulation of the model 

 

Figure 15 Saw tooth simulation 

From the Figure 15, the red line is the saw tooth voltage signal, the blue line is the duty 

cycle, which is equal to 5/12, and the green line represents the output voltage of the SPDT switch. 

The periodic variation is caused by the PWM signal. By comparing the saw tooth signal and the 

duty cycle, the voltage signal is varied between 0 and 12 volts. When the saw tooth wave is 

lower than the duty cycle, the SPDT switch is supplied by the constant voltage1 block, otherwise 

the connection will be cut off.  

After building the mode, we simulate the model in 0.005 second, and then we get the 

voltage over the capacitor1 and resistor2 blocks, which is regarded as the output voltage (𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡). 
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Figure 16 Output voltage of the electrical model in Modelica 

After zooming in the figure, we get the Figure 17 

 

Figure 17 Relative stable output voltage of the electrical model in Modelica 
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Chapter Four 

Models in Simulink Matlab 

4.1 Introduction 

As we know, the Simulink platform in Matlab is a mature environment for multidomain 

simulation and Model-Based Design for dynamic and embedded systems. In this Chapter, we use 

different libraries in the Simulink platform to build the logic block model and the electrical 

model for the buck converter circuit. These two models built on Simulink platform can be 

regarded as two control groups for doing the functional comparison with the models in Modelica.  

Due to the models we built in Modelica and Matlab are based on the same logic structure 

and electrical structure. When we compare the results (especially the output voltage) from the 

same model structure but on different platforms, in a certain extent, we could get a conclusion to 

the usability of Modelica. After summarizing, we could also analyze the different platform 

features for Modelica and Simulink. 

4.2 Simulation of the buck converter with logic block model 

Similar to the model in Modelica with logic block library. According to the differential 

equations in chapter 2.4, we build a model in Simulink platform, see Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18 Simulink logic block model of the buck converter 
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When we simulate this model, we should define the values of the parameters in it. So we use 

the m.code file to define the basic parameters of the model which is attached to the Appendix A. 

Below is the corresponding relationship between the parameters and the differential equation. 

Logic Signal                                 Differential Equation 

  ns an      Constant Voltage Source (  ) 

  ns an       Resistance of transistor     

  ns an       Resistance of diode     

The Gain    Resistance of capacitor    

  ns an      Resistance of Inductor    

The input signal to Workspace1 The output voltage       

The output signal of integrator1 The voltage of the capacitor    

The output signal of integrator The voltage of the inductor    

Table 4 correspondence between the logic signals and the differential equations (Matlab) 

4.2.1The PWM Generator 

The PWM Generator consists of a series of blocks. Repeating Sequence block is one of 

those. It is used to give a fixed period to the PWM signal, and when the saw tooth wave is larger 

than the duty cycle. The system will change from the “OFF” state, which is represented by “0” in 

the PWM signal, to the “ON” state, which is represented by “1”. The figure is shown below. 

 

Figure 19 the wave of the PWM signal 

The expected output voltage is 5 volts and the voltage source is 12 volts. As we have 

mentioned, the duty cycle should be   
   

       
 
    

   
 

 

  
. Here we use a constant block as the 
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input variable of the duty cycle. It will be adapted to the study for adding a controller to the 

system. 

The Relational Operator block is used to perform specified relational operation on the 

inputs. It will output 1 (True) if the first input (upper one) is less than or equal to the second 

input signal. Otherwise, it will output 0 (False). 

  

        Figure 20 the parameter of the Relational Operator Block 

In our circuit, when the Relational Operator block output “1”, the Switch block will connect 

to the Vs block, and the Switch1 block will connect the Rst block into the circuit. When the 

Relational Operator block output “0” the Switch block will connect to the Zero block, and the 

Switch1 block will connect the Rsd block into the circuit. We use this judgement structure to 

realize the control of the PWM Signal.  

4.2.2 Simulation of the model 

We simulate the model in 0.005 second, and then we get the output voltage shown in Figure 

21. 

 

Figure 21 Output voltage of the logic block model in Matlab  
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After zooming in the figure, we get the Figure 22 

  

Figure 22 Relative stable output voltage of the logic block model in Matlab. 

4.3 Simulation of the buck converter with electrical model 

 

Figure 23 Simulink electrical model of the buck converter 

When we simulate this model, we should define the values of the parameters in it. So we use 

the m.code file to define the basic parameters of the model which is attached to the Appendix B. 

4.3.1 The critical functions of the blocks 

This model above corresponds to the simplified schematic diagram shown in Figure 4. The 

correspondence between the blocks and the electrical elements is shown below. 
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Electrical Elements                                      Blocks 

Constant Voltage Source(         ) DC Voltage source(Simscape.FoundationLibrary.Electrical.Electricalsources) 

Resistance of transistor (         ) Resistor (Simscape.FoundationLibrary.Electrical.ElectricalElements) 

Resistance of diode (         ) Resistor3(Simscape.FoundationLibrary.Electrical.ElectricalElements) 

Resistance of capacitor (      ) Resistor1(Simscape.FoundationLibrary.Electrical.ElectricalElements) 

Resistance of Inductor (      ) Resistor(Simscape.FoundationLibrary.Electrical.ElectricalElements) 

Inductance (       ) Inductor(Simscape.FoundationLibrary.Electrical.ElectricalElements) 

Capacitance (       ) Capacitor(Simscape.FoundationLibrary.Electrical.ElectricalElements) 

Transistor Switch(connect with source) Switch(Simscape.FoundationLibrary.Electrical.ElectricalElements) 

Transistor Switch(connect with diode) Switch1(Simscape.FoundationLibrary.Electrical.ElectricalElements) 

PWM generator Based on Repeating Sequence 

Table 5 Correspondence between the blocks and the electrical elements (Matlab) 

    Here, we also give an interpretation to some critical blocks we used to realize the model in 

Simulink. 

4.3.1.1 The Simulink-PS Converter Block 

Since the control signal of the switch should be a physical signal, but the signal which we 

used to control the switch is a Simulink signal, so we need to convert the Simulink signal to a 

physical signal for ensuring the normal operation of the system. Then we need the Simulink-PS 

Converter Block, which can convert the unitless Simulink input to a Physical Signal. When we 

need to output a physical signal after the Voltage Sensor block, it is also necessary to use a 

Simulink-PS Converter Block for converting the Physical signal to a Simulink signal. 

4.3.1.2 The Voltage Sensor 

The Voltage Sensor Block represents an ideal voltage sensor, which is a device that converts 

the voltage measured, between any electrical connections, into a physical signal proportional to 

that voltage. So, here we connect it to the output port as an output voltmeter. 

4.3.1.3 The Solver Configuration 

Each physical device represented by a connected Simscape block diagram requires global 

environment information for simulation. The Solver Configuration block specifies this global 
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information and provides parameters for the solver that your model needs before you can begin 

simulation. 

Each topologically distinct Simscape block diagram requires exactly one Solver 

Configuration block to be connected to it. 

4.3.2 The PWM Generator 

In this model, we simulate the function of the PWM generator in two parts, the duty cycle 

part and the Repeating Sequence part.   

For the duty cycle, as we mention before  

Duty Cycle:    
   

       
 
    

   
   (2.3.1) 

    And the expected 𝑉   is 12V, 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 is 5V, so we use a Product block to calculate the duty 

cycle value from the product of  
 

   
 and 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡.  

The Repeating Sequence block is used to give a fixed period to the PWM signal. 

 

Figure 24 Parameters of Repeating Sequence 

We use [0 1/330000] as Time values, and [0 1] as output values, so it will give us a signal 

linearly from 0 to 1 during the time 0 to 1/330000, and then repeat the vibration. The wave of 

Repeating Sequence block is shown in Figure 25. 

  

Figure 25 the wave of the repeating sequence. 
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On the Simulink platform, the switch will close when the input signal is greater than 0 and 

open when the incoming signal is less than 0. The duty cycle represents the proportion of the 

“ON” state time to the “period” time. So 5/12 of one period time should be supplied by the DC 

Voltage Source.  

In order to get two opposite control signal for our two different switches, we did 

subtractions between the Repeating Sequence and Duty cycle. We use the duty cycle minus the 

signal from the Repeating Sequence. It will give us a saw tooth signal with positive values 

during the front 5/12 time of each period time. The saw tooth wave is shown in Figure 26. We 

use this new saw tooth signal to control the switch connected to the DC voltage source.  

 

Figure 26 the control signal of Switch 

Then we do the opposite calculation, using the signal from the Repeating Sequence minus 

the duty cycle, and we get the control signal of switch1, with positive values on the rest 7/12 

time of each period time. The saw tooth wave is shown in Figure 27. We use this signal to 

control the switch1 that will transfer the system to the “OFF” state. 

 

Figure 27 the control signal of Switch1 
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In conclusion, the switch connected to the DC voltage source will close and switch1 will 

open during the front 5/12 of each period time, which acts as the “ON” state. However, the 

switch connected to the DC voltage source will open and switch1 will close during the rest time 

of each period, which acts as the “OFF” state. So these two parts work as a PWM generator. 

4.3.3 Simulation of the model 

In order to compare the simulation results with those in Open-Modelica, we also simulate 

the model in 0.005 second, and then we get the voltage from the voltage sensor with shown in 

the scope connected to it. 

 

Figure 28 Output voltage of the electrical model in Matlab. 

After zooming in the figure, we get the Figure 29 

 

Figure 29 Relative stable output voltage of the electrical model in Matlab. 
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Chapter Five 

Comparison and Conclusion 

5.1 Compare the two logic block models 

In chapter 3 and chapter 4, we have built the logic block model for the BMR450 with the 

Modelica and Simulink platform and provided the simulation results of the output voltage. The 

results will hopefully serve as useful feedback information for reflection on the performance. In 

this chapter, we attempt to draw a conclusion through analyzing the simulation results with 

different platform. 

The two logic block models built on the same differential equation, which is described 

clearly in chapter 2.4. As discussed in Figure 5 and Figure 18, the logic relations inside the 

models are totally the same. They are mathematically equal. Therefore, it is reasonable for us to 

compare the output voltage of these two models and speculate the performance of the model.  

   
  

 

 

Figure 30 the comparison of the output voltage in logic models 

a ) 

b ) 

c ) 
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On the figure above, the left is the simulation results in Modelica, the right is the results in 

Matlab. Group a), b) and c) are the simulation results with different scaling. 

After comparing the simulation results of the output voltage from two logic models in 

Modelica and Matlab, we acquired that the variations of these two waves are almost the same. In 

the beginning, the waves vibrate in a similar way, and then the magnitudes are diminishing. The 

two waves gradually converge and finally move towards a stability region around 5 volts, which 

is the final expected output voltage of the system.  

However, the Figure presents some distinctions appeared between these two voltage signals 

in the details. 

1. After zooming in the output voltage figure in Modelica, we find out the voltage needs 0.0015 

second to get the relative stable value 5 volts. In Matlab, it needs 0.0019 second to get the 

relative stable value. Relative to the total simulation time, the difference between the simulation 

results is 8%. Even though the proportion is low, we could say that the convergence speeds of the 

two signals are not the same exactly. 

2. The Figure 30 indicates that the stability regions are different in these two models. With 

Modelica, the value varies in the range of 4.935 to 5.032 volts, it exists a 0.097 volt difference. 

On the contrary, the value varies in the range of 4.971 to 5.024 volts on the Simulink platform, 

the difference is 0.053 volt. In light of the expect output voltage 5, the differences account for 

1.94% and 1.06% respectively. 

3. Lastly we perform contrast analysis on the maximum amplitude and the simulation running 

time. The contrastive results display that the signal has maximum amplitude 8.856 volts in the 

Modelica model and the running time is 5.4 seconds on average, but in Matlab the maximum 

amplitude is 9.250 volts and the running time is 0.86 seconds on average. 

5.2 Compare the two electrical models 

These two electrical block models built on the same circuit structure, which is illustrated 

clearly in Figure 1, and the parameters of the circuit are exactly the same. Take no account of 

other factors, if two circuits share the same structure and parameters, they are mathematically 

equal. Therefore, it is reasonable for us to compare the output voltage of these two models and 
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speculate the performance of the model like we completed in chapter 5.1. The comparison is 

show in Figure 31. 

 

 

 

Figure 31 the comparison of the output voltage in electrical models 

On the figure above, the left is the simulation results in Modelica, the right is the results in 

Matlab. Group a), b) and c) are the simulation results with different scaling. 

Just like what we have done before, for observing the correlation between the simulation 

results from two electrical models on different platform, we zoom in the waves from Modelica 

a ) 

b ) 

c ) 
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and Matlab. Then we verify that the variations of these two waves are almost the same and the 

characteristic is also similar to that in logic models. The two waves gradually converge and 

finally move towards a stability region around the expected output voltage.  

However, some distinctions also occurred between these two voltage signals in the details. 

1. After zooming in the output voltage figure in Modelica, we acquire that the voltage needs 

0.0014 second to get a relative stable value. In Matlab, the time for getting that value is 0.0015 

second. Relative to the total simulation time, the difference between the convergence time is 2%. 

Even though the proportion is low, we could say that the convergence speeds of the two signals 

are not the same exactly. 

2. The Figure 30 indicates that the stability regions are different in these two models. With 

Modelica, the value varies in the range of 4.984 to 5.032 volts, it exists a 0.048 volt difference. 

On the contrary, the value varies in the range of 4.981 to 5.017 volts on the Simulink platform, 

the difference is 0.036 volt. In light of the expect output voltage 5, the differences account for 

0.096% and 0.72% respectively. 

3. Lastly we perform contrast analysis on the maximum amplitude and the simulation running 

time. The contrastive results display that the signal has maximum amplitude 8.89 volts in the 

Modelica model and the running time is 6.7 seconds on average, but in Matlab the maximum 

amplitude is 8.884 volts and the running time is 9.31 seconds on average. 

5.3 Conclusion 

Since all the four models are aimed at solving the same simulation work of the DC-DC 

converter and the differential equation of the system in chapter 2.4 is derived from the real 

circuit. By nature, there are no differences between these two kinds of the model. The logic 

block model is an abstract summary for the circuit electric characteristic. Therefore, it is 

reasonable for us to analyze the results from different model structures. Here we make a general 

table for this. 

Model Maximum amplitude Convergence time Output value Running time 

Logic（Matlab） 9.250 (+3.12%) 0.0019s (+20.6%) 4.971 to 5.024 0.86s 

Logic（Modelica） 8.856 (-1.27%) 0.0015s (-4.76%) 4.935 to 5.032 5.4s 

Electrical（Matlab） 8.884 (-0.96%) 0.0015s (-4.76%) 4.981 to 5.024 9.31s 

Electrical（Modelica） 8.89 (-0.89%) 0.0014s (-11.11%) 4.984 to 5.032 6.7s 

Table 6 the parameters of the output signal 
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From the table, we calculate out the average value for the Maximum amplitude, it should 

be equal to 8.97, and the deviation values exhibit behind the values of the amplitude in the figure. 

It illustrates that the electrical model with Modelica platform has the minimum amplitude among 

all the models and the logic model with Matlab platform has a greater deviation 3.12%. However, 

the deviation is still under 5%. It can be regarded as acceptable. 

In view of the comparison of the convergence time, the logic block model has the highest 

deviation. It is up to 20.6% of the average value. The aberration is considered as abnormal, but 

considering the logic Matlab model also has the greatest maximum amplitude, it indeed needs a 

longer time for convergence. The convergence time is in the order of millisecond and the 

maximum amplitude is in the order of volt. Therefore, the time will change a lot with a little 

alteration in the amplitude. That is the reason why we accept this value in our report. 

The running time of different systems have the lowest similarity. Among them, the logic 

model in Matlab just needs 0.89 second to get the result. However the running time in other 

models is several times higher than that. One interpretation is the Matlab plots what we required 

with the code form, but the Modelica plots all the input and output information as well as the 

parameters of the elements at one time. That user chooses what he required under the plotting 

window.  

Hence, the running time in Modelica is rational to be longer. The other reason is the running 

time depends on many factors, such as the CPU of the computer, the solver type and the output 

intervals. In Modelica, we use dassl (Differential/Algebraic System Solver) as the solver of the 

system and the intervals is 500. However, in the Simulink system, there is no dassl solver, we 

have to choose ode45 or ode23 and the step size is variable. Therefore, in our opinion, the 

running time provides no reference value to our thesis conclusion. 

What we concerned most is the range of the output voltage. As we have mentioned, the 

expected output voltage is 5 volts. During the comparison, this value is deemed as the reference 

point. Through calculate the offset of the upper limit and lower limit from reference point, we 

summarize a Table 7 to illustrate the relationship of the voltage between different models.   
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   Model Output value Length of the range The upper limit relative to 5 The lower limit relative to 5 

Logic（Matlab） 4.971 ~5.024 0.053 +0.48% -0.58% 

Logic（Modelica） 4.935 ~ 5.032 0.097 +0.64% -1.3% 

Electrical（Matlab） 4.981 ~ 5.024 0.043 +0.48%           -0.38% 

Electrical（Modelica） 4.984 ~ 5.032 0.048 +0.64%           -0.32% 

Table 7 the comparison of the output voltage range 

Table 7 demonstrates that the limits of the range are almost widely distributed around 5 

volts. Relative to this value, although the deviation of the lower limit in the logic model with 

Modelica is -1.3%, we could describe the range is quite close to the expected voltage. In one 

word, the simulation results accord with the expect value. The results from the Simulink platform 

are certified stable, since the upper limit is the same in two models and the lower limit has 0.1% 

deviation. 

In general, we expect an output signal has lower maximum amplitude, a shorter 

convergence time, a minimum stability domain, and well-distributed on the two sides of the 

expected value. On the whole, all these models with different structures and different 

platforms presented quite similar simulation results. In spite of some small discrepancies 

occurred, it is inside our error tolerance. The models in Modelica generally have a less variable 

performance. 

5.4 The advantages and disadvantages of using Open-Modelica 

The advantages: 

1. The Open-Modelica connection editor, like the Simulink software, has a simple and 

operable user interface. Every element in the Modelica standard library is built in block, 

which is easy to be dragged and installed in the empty model.  

2. Like the Debugger function in Matlab, using the “Check model” button is quickly for us 

to detect whether the model is built in the right way. It mainly uses number of the equations 

and number of variables to realize this function. After pressing the simulate button, it is 

convenient for the user to set the start time, the stop time, the number of intervals, the output 

format as well as the type of the solver for the simulation result. In Matlab, it provides more 
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type of solvers and the variable step size under the Configuration Parameters menu. The 

output of the data in Modelica can be read by the Matlab too.  

3. Same as the function of the mask editor in Simulink, the open source Modelica software 

can be used to create a user-defined element model. Due to the Open-Modelica is equation 

based, it makes the definition process easily. After checking the model of the element 

successfully, we can insert it into the circuit model directly. The user can also determine the 

geometric figure of the element. If the element we built is based on existing block in 

Modelica standard library, for example the pins of the multi-value capacitor block in chapter 

5.6. They can be called from the existing library directly. 

4. As far as we know, if we want to acquire the figure of the signal in Matlab, we have to 

connect the output port to a scope block or workspace and using plot command. On the 

contrary, the user doesn’t need to add an extra scope block or workspace for displaying the 

output signal of the system in Modelica software, it will plot all the input and output 

information as well as the parameters of the elements at one time. The user just needs to 

choose the output contents the demand under the plotting window. 

5. Under the Modelica text view, the user can check the codes of the block or the model in 

Modelica language. If any error appeared, we can find it out and fix it under the text view 

directly, the structure of the model will be altered at the same time. With Matlab platform, 

this process will be much more complicated. Though the block is based on the codes, the 

user is not allowed to detect and edit the codes directly. 

The disadvantages: 

1. There are some bugs in the Open-Modelica, even though they do not affect the function 

realization. However, in some way, the bugs affect the operability and make the interface 

unfriendly.  

For example, after simulating the model, we find the Open-Modelica will generate 

repetitive connection line between the blocks automatically. When we alter the structure of the 

circuit, such as changing the position of the element or delete the existing connection or block 

under the Modeling window. Below most circumstances, the original information will be kept 
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under the Modelica Text View. It perhaps produces a new variable or connection stochastically 

too. Sometimes, it causes unbalance of the equations in the model which leads to failure of the 

simulation. For the purpose of fixing this problem, we have to delete the codes of the 

connections and blocks by hand under the Modelica Text View. 

In Simulink software, the interface is mature and user-friendly, delete the existing 

connection or block will not cause any problem. 

2. There is no memory protection in the Open-Modelica. With some special error, 

Modelica can output a data file which will cover all you free disk space. For example, in 

electrical model of the converter, Figure 12. If we don't connect the circuit to the ground. The 

equations consist of circuit in Modelica are also balanced. However, the simulation process 

will not stop until your computer’s memory is exhausted. 

It is obvious that a memory protection is necessary for the simulation system. In Matlab, if 

the output is too big, one error message will appear and warn you excess the memory and the 

memory is not enough. 
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Chapter Six 

Switch update 

6.1 Problem of the switch 

There is an error occurred when we build the electrical model in Open-Modelica with the 

Controlled Ideal Commuting Switch (as we mentioned at chapter 3.3.2). The output voltage we 

acquired from the simulation is much higher (Group b)) or lower (Group a)) than the expected 

value 5 volts. The figure is displayed below: 

 

Figure 32 the connection with different order and the error simulation results 

When the first attempt of modeling with Controlled Ideal Commuting Switch was 

performed, it is obviously that the simulation result is around 2 volts, which is 3 volts lower than 

the expected value. In the PWM signal generator we designed, the level of the switch represents 

the duty cycle.  

a ) 

b ) 
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To observe the first model inside Figure 32, through the comparison between the saw tooth 

signal and the duty cycle, the switch should be supplied by the constant voltage1 block, when the 

saw tooth wave is lower than the duty cycle. What’s more, the saw tooth wave is periodically 

changing from 0 to 1 and the duty cycle is 5/12.  

If we assume the simulation result is correct, when we reverse the connection order of the 

switch and change the switch level to 7/12, we deserve to acquire the same simulation result as 

what we have presented in the first model. Because, when the saw tooth wave is lower than the 

duty cycle the switch is disconnected with the constant voltage1 block, after reversing the 

connection order. So, if we demand the duty cycle 5/12 to be unchanged, we have to use 1 minus 

5/12, as the new level of the switch. That also is the basic design principle of the second model 

in Figure 32. Contrary to prediction, the simulation result is 8 volts, which is 3 volts higher than 

the expected value. The test gives indirect evidence to the existence of the error in our model. 

In order to resolve the error, we predict the error is caused by the Controlled Ideal 

Commuting Switch. Therefore we design another circuit to test the switch. The circuit is shown 

below. 

 

Figure 33 test circuit for the switch. 

As the documentation of ControlledIdealCommutingSwitch block described, the switching 

behaviour is controlled by the control pin. If its voltage exceeds the value of the parameter level, 

the pin p is connected with the negative pin n2. Otherwise, the pin p is connected the negative 

pin n1.  
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Inside this circuit model, the constant voltage is connected with the n2 pin, which indicates 

that only when the saw tooth voltage signal exceeds the level of the switch, the constant voltage 

source can supply the circuit. Here we define the level of the switch to be 0.5. As the red line in 

Figure 34, which stands for the saw tooth signal, displayed, the saw tooth wave always start with 

0 and periodically change from 0 to 1. Therefore, when we start this system, during the first half 

period, there should be no response inside. The reason is the pin p of the switch is connected the 

negative pin n1 and the constant voltage1 is wait for connection. 

 

Figure 34 simulation result of the test model for the switch. 

Look into the Figure 34, the start time is 0. The red line stands for the saw tooth signal. The 

blue line stands for level of the switch. The green line represents the voltage at pin p of the 

switch and the black line represents the current at pin p. As we have discussed before, during the 

first half period, there should be no response inside the circuit. However, in contrast to 

previous analysis, the current from the pin p increases to 1 on the negative direction. This 

phenomenon is not reasonable. After checking the codes of this element, there is no existing 

equation to prove the rationality of this phenomenon. So we testify the error is caused by the 

Controlled Ideal Commuting Switch as we predict and we attempt to update the switch and fix 

the problem. 
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6.2 New SPDT switch 

The new switch is based on the Controlled Ideal Commuting Switch we used before. With 

the purpose of design a new SPDT switch, we need one control signal port, one pole, two pins as 

the double throw, and an extra pin as the entry of the switch level, which represents the duty 

cycle variable actually. 

The diagram of the new STDP switch is displayed in Figure 35. 

 

Figure 35 new switch diagram 

Then we build a model for the new switch. Taking the original code of the Controlled Ideal 

Commuting Switch as a reference, we don’t use any parameter because we have set the switch 

level as a control port.   

In Modelica, if we want to apply a user-defined electrical element model in a circuit, we 

have to consider about its connection with other elements. So it is necessary for us to define the 

ports and pins of the new switch. In order to realize this, we demand to call the function in the 

Modelica library.  

Library Function 

“Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Interfaces.Pin” define the control voltage pin and the switch level pin 

“Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Interfaces.PositivePin” Define the positive pin p 

“Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Interfaces.NegativePin” Define the negative pin n1 and n2 

Table 8 correspondence between the invoking library and function 

The Modelica is based on the equations, the critical part of modeling this new switch is to 

build the new set of equations for it. As we designed, the switch element has five pins. The 

control pin, switch level pin, positive pin p, negative pin n1 and n2. Each of them has a set of 

voltage and current equations to describe its electrical property. We need to build five set of 
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equations to make a further explanation for the connection between these five pins. In order to 

separate the control signal from the main circuit, we use one equation for the control current first 

“control.i = 0;” 

Since we have add a switch level pin to the circuit, we also set an equation  

“switchlevel.i=0;” 

According to the Kirchhoff’s 1st Law, we build 

“0 = p.i + n2.i + n1.i;” 

After building these three equations, we need to build another two equations for describing 

the connection rule of the SPDT switch, one for the voltage principle 

“p.v = if control.v > switchlevel.v then n2.v else n1.v; ” 

The other one for the current principle 

“p.i = if control.v > switchlevel.v then -n2.i else -n1.i;” 

Finally, we draw a unique diagram and the icon under the “diagram view” and “icon view”, 

the change will be directly displayed in the code below the “annotation diagram” and 

“annotation icon” title. The whole codes for the new SPDT switch is attached to the Appendix C. 

6.3 Test of the new SPDT switch 

 

Figure 36 test model of the new switch diagram. 

For proving the functionality of the new switch, we design a simple circuit to test it, as 

shown in Figure 36. It will also illustrate whether the switch level pin is normal running. Here, 

we define the value of constant voltage1 block is 0.6 volt, and the resistor1 and resistor2 are    
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separately. Assume that the switch is working in our predicted way now. When the positive pin p 

connects to the upper throw pin n1, the resistor1 will be connected into the main circuit and 

resistor1 is in series with resistor2. After calculation, the voltage over the resistor2 should be 0.3 

volt. Otherwise, if the positive pin p connects to the upper throw pin n2, the resistor2 will be 

connected with the constant voltage source directly and the voltage over it should be 0.6 volt.          

Then we set the limits of the saw tooth voltage signal, from 0 to 1. The period is the same as 

we used for our electrical model, it is 1/330000. We also define the input duty cycle 0.4 which is 

given by the constantvoltage2 block. That is represented by the level parameter of new switch. 

That insures the resistor1 connected with constant voltage source every first 40% time of each 

period. Afterwards, we simulate the circuit for 0.005 second and get result as below. 

 

Figure 37 simulation result of the new switch test model  

From this figure, the red line stands for the saw tooth signal generated by the saw tooth 

voltage source. The blue line stands for the duty cycle variable. The black line stands for the 

voltage over the resistor2. It is obviously that when the saw tooth control voltage is lower than 

the duty cycle which is 0.4, the voltage over resistor2 is 0.3 volt. On the contrary, when the 

control voltage is greater than the duty cycle, the voltage over resistor2 is 0.6 volt. So it proves 

that the new switch and the switch level pin is work as we predicted.  

Then we insert the new switch into the electrical model of BMR 450. 
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Figure 38 electrical model with user-defined SPDT switch 

We define the value of constant voltage2 as 5/12, which is the duty cycle of the PWM signal. 

Then we run the simulation for this circuit model in 0.005 second and get the result below. 

 

Figure 39 simulation result of electrical model with user-defined switch 

The purple line stands for the saw tooth signal, the yellow line stands for the duty cycle, the 

brown line and the blue line stand for the output voltage and current at positive pin p separately. 

The figure presents that the voltage at the pin p is 0 volt during the first 5/12 time of each period, 
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and jump to 12 volts of the rest time. The current through the positive pin p also keeps 0 during 

the first 5/12 time of the first period, which is in accord with our predication.  

 

Figure 40 Compare the simulation results of the models with new and old switch 

Compare the simulation results of the new model with those of the model using a 

Controlled Ideal Commuting Switch, which is displayed in Figure 40. We discover that the 

control saw tooth voltage, switch level, and voltage at the positive pin p are the same. However, 

the currents through the positive pin p are different. We can see that the black line stands for the 

current at pin p, with the original switch, increases on the reverse direction as soon as the 

simulation start running. The blue one represented the current at pin p, with the updated switch, 

doesn’t change until the voltage at pin p increases. Therefore, this new model is successful, it 

eliminates the effect of current through the control port as we expected. 
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Chapter Seven 

Create multi-value capacitor 

7.1Theory 

In actual use, the capacitance of the capacitor is not a constant. Actually the capacitance 

depends on the voltage over that. According to this theory, we hope to design a multi-value 

capacitor to adapt the conditions with different output voltage. 

In the model of the multi-value capacitor, the capacitance C is changed with the voltage. Here we 

make a table for illustrating the correspondence relationship. 

 

Voltage Corresponding Capacitance 

1.5V 100μF 

3.3V 75μF 

5V 53μF 

Table 9 correspondence between the voltage and the Capacitance 

Then we build a quadratic function between the voltage and the corresponding capacitance 

C, based on the three groups of value in the table above. A quadratic function, in mathematics, is 

a polynomial function of the form 

 

After calculating with Matlab, we can get the function below: 

“C=(0.27077497665733 * v ^ 2 - 15.1886087768441 * v + 122.173669467787) * 1e-006” 

The “C” is short for capacitance and “v” is short for voltage. This will be used as final 

correspondence relationship in the programming. 

7.2 Programming 

Refer to the model of capacitor block in Modelica library, we make a new multi-value 

capacitor block which needs to be extended from the 

“modelica.Electrical.Analog.Interface.OnePort” and “Modelica.SIunits.Capacitance”. The first 

library defines two pins of the new capacitor, then the block can be connected with other 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polynomial_function
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components, and the second library “Modelica.SIunits.Capacitance” gives the definition of 

capacitance including the electrical property. 

The main part of this multi-value capacitor block is the equation of capacitance. Using the 

quadratic equation of C and v we got in chapter 5.6.1, we write the equation as 

“C = if v < 1.5 then 0.0001 else if v > 5 then 5.3e-005 else (0.27077497665733 * v ^ 2 - 

15.1886087768441 * v + 122.173669467787) * 1e-006; ” 

We set the capacitance 100μF when voltage less than 1.5 volts and 53μF when voltage greater 

than 5 volts, since we don’t know if the equation we got can be used out of the domain or not.  

The second equation is depends on the electrical property of the capacitor. 

“i = C * der(v);” 

Then we also need to draw the diagram and the icon for the new capacitor as we did it for 

the SPDT switch. The code for the multi-value capacitor is attached to the Appendix C. 

7.3 Test result 

We build a circuit to test the new capacitor which is shown in Figure 41. 

 

Figure 41 test model for new capacitor. 

We define the saw tooth voltage range from 0 to 10 volts and the period is one second. Then 

we simulate this circuit for 1 second. In the Figure 42, the blue line represents voltage over the 

multi-value capacitor. It is a straight line approximately. Since the alteration of the capacitance is 

too small to observe, we use the time axis as a reference, for proving the correspondence 

relationship between the voltage and the capacitance. 
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Figure 42 the corresponding relationship between the time axis and the voltage 

After we hide the voltage information over the multi-value capacitor, we zoom in the figure 

and acquire the variable capacitance from the figure below. 

 

Figure 43 capacitance of the multi-value capacitor 

Use the time as the reference variable, when the time is 0.15 second, the corresponding 

voltage is 1.5 volts and the corresponding capacitance is       . When the time is 0.5 second, 

the corresponding voltage is 5 volts and the corresponding capacitance is around      . When 

the time is 0.33 second, the corresponding voltage is 3.3 volts and the corresponding capacitance 

is around 7    . This result accords with our design. 
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    After using it inside the BMR450 electrical model, we acquire almost the new simulation 

results. 

 

Figure 44 the simulation result of electrical model with the multi-value capacitor  

From the figure, it is obvious that the maximum amplitude is 8.5 volts, 0.39 volt lower than 

the original one. The convergence time is 0.0011 second, 0.0003 second shorter than the original 

one. The stability domain is from 4.969 to 4.994 volts, compare with the original one 4.984 to 

5.032. The length decreased 0.023. In conclusion, because of using the new multi-value capacitor, 

the electrical model has a better performance as expected. 
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Summary and Forecast  

 

The thesis work proved that the Open-Modelica has the advantages of simple construction 

and easy operation, and it also is a reliable and useful platform for engineering modeling 

application, though there are some unfriendly points in the Modelica editor.  

Compared with Simulink software in Matlab, the equation-based Modelica is much more 

convenient for the user to update or create elements. The flexibility of Modelica is also reflected 

on the process of building a model. The user can build a model with the Modelica Modeling 

Language directly as well as drag and drop the blocks to in the connection editor. Once the user 

changes the codes of the model, the model in the connection editor will be fixed simultaneously. 

Through modeling BMR450 DC-DC converter and compare the simulation results between 

Matlab and Open-Modelica, we test the usability of Modelica and summarize the advantages and 

disadvantages of it. The switch problem occurred make us go depth in the Modelica Modeling 

Language. Designing the multi-value capacitor model, provides a direction on optimize the 

modeling of DC-DC converter.  

We hope the work we have done will be helpful to other researchers’ further work, such as 

the controller design of the duty cycle. 
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Appendix A. The m.code for the logic block model in Matlab 

clc 

clear all 

close all 

  

Vs=12; 

fs=330000; 

Time_values = [0 1/fs]; 

Output_values = [0 1]; 

L=0.9e-6; 

C=106e-6; 

K=1/L; 

M=1/C; 

Rst=4.5e-3; 

Rsd=2.1e-3; 

Rl=2e-3; 

Rc=5e-3; 

Dutycycle=5/12; 

simtime=0.005; 

sim('HU3',[0,simtime]) 

figure(1) 

plot(time,OutputVoltage,'r') 

title('Output Voltage') 

hold on 

figure(2) 

plot(time,PWM,'g') 

title('The PWM signal') 
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Appendix B. The m.code for the electrical model in Matlab 

clc 

clear all  

close all 

  

Vout=5; 

Vin =12; 

DC_Voltage_Source = 12; 

Resistor2 = 0.0045; 

Resistor3 = 0.0021; 

Resistor = 0.002; 

Resistor1 = 0.00007; 

Inductor = 0.9e-06; 

Capacitor = 106e-6; 

f= 330000; 

Time_values = [0 1/f]; 

Output_values = [0 1]; 

simtime=0.005; 

sim('Untitled1',[0,simtime]) 

figure(1) 

plot(time,OutputVoltage,'r') 

title('Output Voltage') 

hold on 

figure(2) 

plot(time,RepeatingSquence,'g') 

title('RepeatingSquence') 

hold on 

figure(3) 

plot(time,SignaltoSwitch,'b') 

title('SignaltoSwitch') 

hold on 

figure(4) 

plot(time,SignaltoSwitch1,'y') 

title('SignaltoSwitch1') 
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Appendix C. Code for the new SPDT switch 

model Switchh 

 

Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Interfaces.PositivePin p annotation(Placement(transformation(extent 

= {{-110,-10},{-90,10}}, rotation = 0))); 

Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Interfaces.NegativePin n2 

annotation(Placement(transformation(extent = {{90,-10},{110,10}}, rotation = 0))); 

Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Interfaces.NegativePin n1 

annotation(Placement(transformation(extent = {{90,40},{110,60}}, rotation = 0))); 

 

annotation(Diagram(graphics = {Line(points = {{-100.326,-0.651466},{-29.316,-0.651466}}, 

rotation = 0, color = {0,0,255}, pattern = LinePattern.Solid, thickness = 0.25),Line(points = 

{{99.0228,-2.60586},{43.6482,-2.60586}}, rotation = 0, color = {0,0,255}, pattern = 

LinePattern.Solid, thickness = 0.25),Line(points = {{99.0228,48.8599},{43.6482,48.8599}}, 

rotation = 0, color = {0,0,255}, pattern = LinePattern.Solid, thickness = 0.25),Line(points = 

{{-28.6645,0},{54.7231,28.6645},{54.7231,28.6645}}, rotation = 0, color = {0,0,255}, pattern 

= LinePattern.Solid, thickness = 0.25),Line(points = {{0.651466,97.0684},{0.651466,10.4235}}, 

rotation = 0, color = {0,0,255}, pattern = LinePattern.Solid, thickness = 0.25),Line(points = 

{{0,10.6538},{-39.7094,70.7022}}, rotation = 0, color = {0,0,255}, pattern = LinePattern.Solid, 

thickness = 0.25)}), Icon(graphics = {Line(points = 

{{-89.5884,0.484262},{-35.8354,0.484262},{36.8039,34.8668}}, rotation = 0, color = 

{0,0,255}, pattern = LinePattern.Solid, thickness = 0.25),Line(points = 

{{1.45278,18.4019},{1.45278,91.5254}}, rotation = 0, color = {0,0,255}, pattern = 

LinePattern.Solid, thickness = 0.25),Line(points = {{25.6659,48.4262},{90.5569,48.4262}}, 

rotation = 0, color = {0,0,255}, pattern = LinePattern.Solid, thickness = 0.25),Line(points = 

{{25.6659,-1.45278},{90.0726,-1.45278}}, rotation = 0, color = {0,0,255}, pattern = 

LinePattern.Solid, thickness = 0.25),Line(points = {{1.45278,18.8862},{-39.7094,69.7337}}, 

rotation = 0, color = {0,0,255}, pattern = LinePattern.Solid, thickness = 0.25)})); 

 

Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Interfaces.Pin control "Control pin: if control.v > level p--n2 

connected, otherwise p--n1 connected" annotation(Placement(visible = true, 

transformation(origin = {0,100}, extent = {{10,-10},{-10,10}}, rotation = 90), 

iconTransformation(origin = {0,100}, extent = {{10,-10},{-10,10}}, rotation = 90))); 

 

Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Interfaces.Pin switchlevel annotation(Placement(visible = true, 

transformation(origin = {-40,70}, extent = {{10,-10},{-10,10}}, rotation = 90), 

iconTransformation(origin = {-40,70}, extent = {{10,-10},{-10,10}}, rotation = 90))); 

 

equation 

control.i = 0; 

switchlevel.i = 0; 

0 = p.i + n2.i + n1.i; 
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p.v = if control.v > switchlevel.v then n2.v else n1.v; 

p.i = if control.v > switchlevel.v then -n2.i else -n1.i; 

 

annotation(Documentation(info = "<HTML> 

<P> 

The commuting switch has a positive pin p and two negative pins n1 and n2. 

The switching behavior is controlled 

by the control pin. If its voltage exceeds the value of the parameter level, 

the pin p is connected with the negative pin n2. Otherwise, the pin p is 

connected the negative pin n1. 

</P> 

</HTML> 

", revisions = "<html> 

<ul> 

<li><i> 2011 </i> 

by wenpeng song 

</li> 

</ul> 

</html>")); 

end Switchh; 
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Appendix D. Code for the multi-value capacitor 

model capc "voltage depend electrical capacitor" 

 

extends Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Interfaces.OnePort; 

Modelica.SIunits.Capacitance C; 

 

annotation(Diagram(graphics = {Line(points = {{-20,40},{-20,-40}}, rotation = 0, color = 

{0,0,255}, pattern = LinePattern.Solid, thickness = 0.5),Line(points = {{20,40},{20,-40}}, 

rotation = 0, color = {0,0,255}, pattern = LinePattern.Solid, thickness = 0.5),Line(points = 

{{-96,0},{-20,0}}, rotation = 0, color = {0,0,255}, pattern = LinePattern.Solid, thickness = 

0.25),Line(points = {{20,0},{96,0}}, rotation = 0, color = {0,0,255}, pattern = LinePattern.Solid, 

thickness = 0.25),Line(points = 

{{-17.5896,18.241},{-13.6808,9.12052},{-7.16612,1.9544},{-1.30293,-1.9544},{6.51466,-4.56

026},{16.2866,-6.51466}}, rotation = 0, color = {0,0,255}, pattern = LinePattern.Solid, 

thickness = 0.25)})); 

 

equation 

 

C = if v < 1.5 then 0.000106 else if v > 5 then 0.00015 else 2 * (0.27077497665733 * v ^ 2 - 

15.1886087768441 * v + 122.173669467787) * 1e-006; 

i = C * der(v); 

 

annotation(Documentation(info = "<HTML> 

<p> 

The voltage depend capacitor connects the branch voltage <i>v</i> with the 

branch current <i>i</i> by <i>i = C * dv/dt</i>. 

The Capacitance <i>C</i> is changed with the voltage(100μF,1.5V; 75μF,3.3V; 53μF,5V). 

</p> 

</HTML> 

", revisions = "<html> 

<ul> 

<li><i> 2011 </i> 

by swp<br> implemented<br> 

</li> 

</ul> 

</html>"), Icon(coordinateSystem(preserveAspectRatio = true, extent = 

{{-100,-100},{100,100}}, grid = {2,2}), graphics = {Line(points = {{-14,28},{-14,-28}}, 

thickness = 0.5, color = {0,0,255}),Line(points = {{14,28},{14,-28}}, thickness = 0.5, color = 

{0,0,255}),Line(points = {{-90,0},{-14,0}}, color = {0,0,255}),Line(points = {{14,0},{90,0}}, 

color = {0,0,255}),Text(extent = {{-150,85},{150,45}}, textString = "%name", lineColor = 

{0,0,255})}), Diagram(coordinateSystem(preserveAspectRatio = true, extent = 

{{-100,-100},{100,100}}, grid = {2,2}), graphics = {Line(points = {{-20,40},{-20,-40}}, 
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thickness = 0.5, color = {0,0,255}),Line(points = {{20,40},{20,-40}}, thickness = 0.5, color = 

{0,0,255}),Line(points = {{-96,0},{-20,0}}, color = {0,0,255}),Line(points = {{20,0},{96,0}}, 

color = {0,0,255})})); 

end capc; 
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